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Academic opinions vary about investors’ reaction facing bubbles: Effective Market 
Hypothesis asserts that investors go short to arbitrage, and restricted arbitrager theory 
sideline, while a new opinion brought out by Abreu and Brunnermeier believes that 
they ride bubbles. On the basis of investors’ classification, this paper discusses 
individual and institutional investors’ optimal behavior when they are faced with 
bubbles from an empirical perspective using data from A-share market of China. 
 
On the one hand, this paper constructs a model to identify bubbles from an individual 
investor’s view which only needs some basic information of return. Moreover, we 
compare the crash risk, calculate the abnormal return gained from the periods after 
bubbles, and analyze relationship between standardized abnormal return of the next 
period and the current bubble. The result has shown that there is no necessary relation 
between bubble and crash and individual investors’ optimal behavior is riding when 
they are facing bubbles. 
 
On the other hand, we measure bubbles from an institutional investor’s view with two 
methods used by them—a simple model based on CAPM and PE and factor analysis. 
On the foundation of monthly bubble value, we divide periods into three 
categories—almost no bubble, mild bubble and serious bubble. And then we look into 
institutional investors’ optimal strategy in various bubble periods with different 
categories and trends. By the law of risk-return, both of the methods confirm that 
institutional investors ride mild bubbles with upward trend. 
 
Therefore, we come to the conclusion that under the rational framework of risk-return 
law, both individual investors who identify bubbles based on price trend discretely 
and institutional investors who measure bubbles continuously using quantitative 
methodologies have motivation to ride bubbles at least in some certain periods. 
 
The contribution of this paper may be summarized in the following three phases: 
 
1. The conclusion shows that riding bubbles in stock market of China is optimal. It 
sheds light on diverse theory predictions and also provides reasonable explanation for 
investors’ behavior of our country in certain periods. 
 
2. The conclusion of riding bubbles is based on rational framework of risk-return law 
and does not need any irrational factors. 
 
3. The models we applied in the paper have well imitated the methodologies 
individual and institutional investors may employ, and thus they furnish our 
conclusion with reliable basis. 
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